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Introduction:  

In the theory of 

Infinitism, we call 

the "quantum 

entanglement" with 

a new label: 

Universal Solidarity. 

This latter means 

every phenomenon 

in the universe is interconnected to all the phenomena of the 

universe. The methodology suggested for measuring these 

connections up it to break a connection down indefinitely; at 

a given level the relation will reveal objectively established. 

This is also one of the fundamental principles of Infinitism 

that asserts the presence of infinite interconnection within 

an entity, whatsoever. 

 

Source: https://earthtriberadio.simplecast.com 
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Our idea:  

Any entity, according to Infinitism is composed of infinite 

components and at the same time is itself a composing 

element of a bigger entity. When we think about how all the 

levels of interrelations are disheveled we reach what the 

concept of “quantum entanglement” is signifying.  

But Infinitism goes far beyond that and by suggesting the 

undimensionality of the matter tears downs any structuring 

attempt of this entanglement. This means that the quantum 

entanglement or the universal solidarity we are talking about 

are just actions and never things.  

We find this action-oriented materiality of the universe in 

what we consider as the only material reality of the whole 

existence: Infinity. And more precisely in how we defined 

infinity: Infinitude in action.  

So what we call matter as what the universe is made of is 

nothing but infinitude in action or in other words the infinite 
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action. And here the most wrong question is: the infinite 

action of what?  

Not only will this question bring about an unnecessary 

vicious circle, but it also reveals a bend from an infinitist 

conception of the matter and universe.  

There is no on the one hand a matter and on the other hand 

its infinite action; there is only one: the infinite action.  

Only exist infinitude in action 

So, the matter doesn’t exist but as the infinitude in action or 

as we said the infinite action.  

The contact between two material entities is the interaction 

between two infinite actions and this is true at all levels of 

the universe: inside a proton or among the clusters of 

galaxies. Everywhere the same reality is going on the 

intertwined infinite actions and nothing else.  
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Therefore, when man deals with nature two infinite actions 

are interacting. Our sensory capacity dictates that we see 

these ongoing infinitudes within a phenomenon as its 

components. But a component is not really anything but 

some interconnected infinite actions revealing to our 

sensory as a micro or macro entity.  

Whatever is the scope of inner constituting actions we can 

deal with will determine what we obtain through our 

endeavor. So, the more dynamic is our vision on the 

structure of matter the bigger will the extent of our 

intervention. 

Once we alter our approach from the static one to a dynamic 

that integrates the infinitude in action as the sole reality of 

the matter we will start to have a real touch of the universe. 

The new science is not the one that will keep the same 

philosophical vision of existence but the one that will be 

grounded on a new vision where we discover that matter 
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doesn’t have any structure but intertwined infinite actions. 

Beyond this everything we see is the result of our 

unconscious subjective interpretation historically 

conditioned by our anthropic epistemological artifacts.# 

** 
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 Project of Infinitism:  How to Transform 

your Ideas into Projects, ILCP Publishing 

House, 2021, 132 pages.  

 

 

Our books in other languages  

 
● Infinitism: The 
Philosophical theory to 
change, (Book in Persian), 
ILCP Publishing House, 
2020, 1018 pages.  
(possible translation in the 
future) 

 

 The CRDI plans translating these mentioned English books in 

French in the future.  

www.thecrdi.co

m 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/099670079X?ref=myi_title_dp
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Our Websites  

 

 

 

● Website on the Center for Research and Development of 

Infinitylogy (CRDI) 

www.thecrdi.com 

● Website on the philosophical theory of Infinitism and its 

applications.  

www.infinitism.info  

● Website on Infinitylogy as a new discipline and its 

establishment:   

www.infinitylogy.com  

● Website of the ILCP Publishing House  

www.ilcpbook.com 

 

http://www.thecrdi.com/
http://www.infinitism.info/
http://www.infinitylogy.com/

